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Tests were made in the Langley impact basin to
determine the relationship between impact normal accel-
eration and flight-path angle for seaplanes landing on
smooth water. The tests were made at both high and low
forward speeds with the model at 30 trim. The model

had a dead-rise angle of 2& and, with the drop linkage,

weighed 1100 pounds. The results of the tests indicated
that the maximum Impact normal acceleration was propor-
tional to y1”36 over the test range of.fliqht-path
angle y and that the effects of gravity foroes appeared
during the immersion process after tke maximum impact .
normal acceleration had occurred.

INTRODUCTION

.

.,

The time history of the Impact acceleration that
occurs during symmetrical Smoqth-water landings of a

.seaplane Is dependent upon three principal flight
parameters: velocity, flight-path angle, and trim. The
variation of impact normal acceleration with resultant ‘
velocity is pr6sented in referenoe 1. It has heretofore
been impossible to establish experimentally tbe relation- 1
ship between impact load and flight-path angle. Data
derived from tests of full-scale airplanes have not been
applicable to the problem of determining this relation- ,.

ship because of insufficient aocuraoy In the measurement
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2 NACA RB”No. L5A24

of the test parameters. The Langley imFact basin,
however, affords controlled as well as accurate means
for obtaining data relevant to this problem (refer-
ence.1). Tests were made in the Langley Impact bastn
to determine an empirical variation of impact normal
acceleration with fllght-path angle within the range of
smooth-water landings. The results of these tests,
which Ir.eludedruns at both b.lghand low speeds, are
representative of’a primatlc form because the model
(reference 1) was tested without the afterbody. The
effect of trim 1s not included in the present report
since all runs were made with the m~del at 30 trim...

SYMBOLS

v resultant velocity of float, feet per second

Vh horizontal velocity component of float, feet
per second

~v .vertical velocity component of float, feet per
second

l!! acceleration of gravity (32.2 ft/sec2~

( Vv
flight-path angle, degrees tan”y =. )~“.

~ vertical displacement of float, tnches

Fi impact force, pounds

N total dropping wefght,

rq impact load factor, g

T “ float trim, degrees”-

.

pounds .

()

Fi .
r“

EQUIPMENT AND INSTRUMENTATION..

The model tested (fig. 1) was the forebody of the
float descrlbedm+p reference 1, which has an angle of

dead ;ise of 22$-. The dropping weight of the model was

held at 1100 po&ds throughout the tests. The instruments

— -—. . . . . , , . m
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and equipment used”throughout were the same as those
.. described In refer.enc,e.1,J.. !3Xceptthat an NACA air-damped

accelerometer with a natural frequency of “apphdxirnately,’
21 cycles per second replaced the galvanometer-type
accelerometer previously used.

~

, ‘ TEST PROCEDURE “..

. .

The tests Included two series of.runs: the first at
a forward speed of approximately 98 feet per second and
the second, at approximately 45 feet per second. The
trim and yaw angle were held constant throughout.the
tests at 3° and 0°, respectively; whereas the vertical
velocity was varted to give an approximate.rangeof
Vv/Vh from 0.015 to 0.130 for each series of tests.
The depth of immer~ion was measuz-edat the step. During
the impact process, a lift equal to the dropping weight
wag exerted on the float by me&ns of the buoyancy engine
described in reference 1. All test measurements were
recorded as time histories.

P-ISION

.
The apparatus used in the present tests give meas-

urements that are believed correct within the following
limits: ‘

Horizontal velocity, ft/sec . . . . . . . . . . .
V6rtical velocity, ft/sec . . . . . . ; . .“. . .
Vertical displacement, in. . . . . . . .“. . . .
Acceleration, g . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .“.

, Weight, lb . . .“. . . . . . . . . . . .: ; . .

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

●0,5
*0.2
*0.2
*0.5
*2.O

The maximum normal load factor for each impact was
derived from the accelerometer record for each run.
Inasmuch as the buoyancy engine contributed a force
equal to the dropping weight, 1 g was subtracted from
the accelerometer record to isolate the hydrodpamic
force resultln~ from the impact. Bechuse the maximum
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impact normal acceleration was sh~~ in reference 1 to
be proportional to the square of the resultant velocity,
the hydrodynand.cload factor was dtvided by @ to
eliminate the effects of velocity. The values of
nl=/V2 thus obtained are plotted In figure 2 against

the fll~ht-path angle at the instant of water contact.
Within the scatter of the test points, the variation of
ni~~ with y is an exponential function over the test

range● Evaluation of the slope of the curve In figure 2
shows that for 3° trim

Maximum depth of immersion and depth of Immersion
at the time of nima are plotted against the flight-

path angle In figure 3. The curves representing the
immersion at maximum n~ for the two veloclty series

●

coincide and thereby show no effect of velocity; however,
the curves.for maximum immersion show a definite separation
and thus indicate a.veloclty effect during this period.
It Is quite easy to show tkt the maximum depths of
immersion for impacts of equal flight-path angles but
different vclocities,are the same provided the acceleration
at any Instantmls proportional to the square of the
velocity and”all othqr parametersare assumed constant.
The Instantaneous impact acceler~tlons,result from a
summation of dpmmic forces and grqvlty forces, both of
which vary In magnitude during different stages of
immersion. The dynamic forces are proportl nal to

8
V2 ,

but tilegravity forces do not follow the V law. It
is thereforG evident from figure 3 that the effects of
gravity forces, which are a function of Froude~s number,
become apparent during the immersion process some time
after the maximum normal ~mpact acceleration has occurred.
The accuracy of the data, however, is insufficient to
permit evaluation of the magnitude and extent of this
effect,

CONCLUSIONS

Tests were made in the LanglGy Impact basin to
determine the relationship betwe6n the impact normal
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acceleration and flight-path angle for seaplane~ landing
-... on smooth water. .Th.eresults..of the.tests, which were

made at constant weight and. 30 trim, indicated the
following conclusions:

1. The maximum impact normal acceleration was pro-
portional to y1”36 over the test range of flight-path
angle y.

2. The effects of gravity forces appeared during
the inrnersionproces~ after the maximum Impact normal
acceleration had occurr~d.

Langley Mcmorlal Aeronautical Laboratory
. National Advisory Committe~,for Aeronautics

Langley Field, Va.

10 Batterson, Sidney A.: The NACA Impact Basin and
W~ter kndi.ng Tests of a Fleet Model at Various
Velocities and Weights. NACA ACR No. L4H15, 19440
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Fig. 1

Figure l.- Side view of model fastened to boom
in Langley impact basin.

.
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figure 3- Vadton of t-naxlnwrn depfh of tmt-ner~tonand immersion
d fr”me of maximum Jfnpact uccelera+ion with fli@t-pafh
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